ASD AUTUMN REMOTE LEARNING PACK

What Makes Me Special

Please feel free to email your class teacher photos of your child completing these activities at home so they can be shared with the class and
uploaded to SOLAR.

What Makes Me Special – Art

Key words









Main Activity:
1. Have trays filled with different colours of paint/ allow your child to choose their preferred colour paint.
2. Children can dip their hands/feet in paint or you can brush paint on to their hands/feet.
3. They then press down hard on large white paper, hold for a few seconds, and lift to reveal their individual
handprints/footprints, unique to them.
Extension ideas:



With a mirror nearby, the children can refer to their reflection and paint a picture of their face using
paints, add eyes, mouth, nose, and hair to look like themselves.
Can their friend/sibling paint their hand a different primary colour? The two children then shake hands to
mix the colours to create a new colour.

This activity links to the curriculum area: Art, science, DT

Paint
Feet
Hands
Water
Wash
Red
Yellow
Blue

Resources you may need







Trays
Paint – red, yellow,
blue
Paintbrushes
A3 white paper / long
roll of paper
Aprons
Mirror

Art - What Makes Me Special

Key words
Face
Paper
Paint
Eyes
Hair
Nose
Mouth
Look

1. Give your child their own individual paper plate with a range of different media.
2. Encourage your child to look in the mirror and identify their facial features.
3. Support your child where needed to stick their own facial features onto the plates to make a representation of themselves.
Resources you may need
Paper plates
Extension ideas:


Children to identify different items on the face such as eyes, lips, nose and hair.

Paint
Hair (wool/ coloured paper
etc.)
Eyes
Glue sticks
Pens

This activity links to the curriculum area: Art, Science (Biology)

Reading- Here We Go Round the Mulberry Bush

Key words
Brush teeth
Wash face
Get dressed
Get up
Eat breakfast
Go to school

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LjlwUnVXQ4U

1) Engage your child in listening to the story.

Resources you may need

2) Pupils to complete actions in story developing their life skills.

PC/tablet for the story

3) Pupils to find correct symbols for each stage of the story.
4) Pause the story at the repetitive parts, can your child fill in the gaps?

Copy of the book (if you
have it)

5) Use the props for each stage of the story to engage your child.

Associated symbols

Extension ideas:


Can your child sequence what they do in the mornings before they go to school?



Can your child match the symbols to the pages of the book?



Practise the life skills in the story, developing your child’s independence, e.g. brushing teeth

This activity links to the curriculum area: Reading, Maths (sequencing), Life Skills

Props (wet face cloth,
clothes, cereal, tooth brush,
blanket etc.)

What makes Me Special - Communication- Small World Role Play- Dolls House

Key words
Doll house
Kitchen
Bathroom
Living room
Dining Room
Garden
Bed
Sink
Shower

1) Support your child to explore playing with dolls house.
2) Encourage them to identify the different areas of the dollhouse e.g. bedroom through gesture, symbol or
speech.
3) Pupils to follow different key word instructions (depending on what is appropriate for that child) to place

Table Chair
Sofa
Flowers

items in the doll’s house e.g. put the baby in bed.
Resources you may need
Extension ideas:


Encourage turn taking with friends/ siblings taking turns to place items in the doll’s house.



Siblings/friends can instruct each other where to place items e.g. Julie put the girl in the garden.

Dolls house (if you don’t
have one, you can make
one out of an old cardboard
box)



Can be used to support imaginative play skills and the development of these skills.

Items for the doll’s house
Dolls/ Small people

This activity links to the curriculum area: Communication

Symbols

What Makes Me Special – Facial Expressions and Emotions

Key words
Mirror
Happy
Sad
Surprised
Tired
Confused
Funny
Angry
Hungry
Thirsty
Ill

Resources you may need
Activity
1. Show your child various facial expressions and encourage them to copy them and observe themselves
in a mirror. Name each expression as you make them and show the corresponding symbol.
2. Ask your child questions about the expression and how it feels? Is it a sad face, happy face angry face
etc.?
3. Adult to model the many different expressions with the children.
4. Use the emotions cards for regular emotional check ins with your child, asking them how they feel.
Adults/siblings to model labelling how they feel using exaggerated facial expressions and body language
to support your child to develop an understanding of emotions.

Subject Links: Communication, Life Skills

Mirror
Expression symbols

What Makes Me Special – Cosmic Kids Yoga

Key words
Breathe
Copy
Same
Calm
Relax
Stretch

Resources you may need
Activity
1. Click on the link below to go to the Cosmic Kids Yoga page on YouTube.
https://www.youtube.com/user/cosmickidsyoga
2. Select the preferred session to complete. There are many different sessions, linked to stories/ seasonal
events etc. There are also sessions that focus on calming and relaxation and supporting your child to
sleep. Sessions range from 5 – 45 minutes in length so you can choose a session that will be
appropriate for your child.
3. Support your child to join in with the session, copying the movements on screen.

This activity links to the curriculum area: Communication, Life Skills, PE

Tablet
Symbols

What Makes Me Special - Music Movement

Key words
Body
Legs
Arms
Feet
Hands
Shake
Clap
Move

1.

Encourage your child to follow the actions to the song below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oLaJ4jyKBUY

2. Allow them to complete the actions as independently as possible. Name the actions and model them as they
complete the task.

Extension ideas:


Dance
Roll

Resources you may need

Support your child to find other appropriate action songs to join in with on You Tube.

Tablet
Symbols

What Makes Me Special - Pizza Faces

Key words
Pizza
Vegetables, Cheese, Sauce,
Spread, cook
Face, eyes, nose, mouth

Resources you may need
Pitta/pizza bases
Herbs
Cheese
Tomato paste
1. Support your child to cut their chosen vegetables in to various shapes and sizes to use for facial
features
2. Place Pitta breads/ pizza bases on the chopping boards
3. Add tomato paste and herbs or pizza sauce on top
4. Add the cheese and vegetables to make it look like a face
5. Cook in the oven and then share with your child

Pizza sauce
Vegetables
Chopping boards
Baking tray
Oven
Knifes

Extension ideas:


Allow your child to explore the vegetables and taste as they cook, showing a preference



Explore the herbs smells and tastes



Make different faces (favourite TV star, family member etc.)

Bowls

What Makes Me Special - Cooking- My Favourite Foods

Key words
Taste
Favourite
Cook
Countries

Resources you may need
Ingredients to make your
child’s favourite foods
Recipes
Camera
1) Support your child to cook their favourite foods from their home countries. Take photos of them cooking
that can then be emailed to the class email address to be shared with class.
2) Pupils to cook and taste this dish with their family.
3) Pupils to comment whether they like/ dislike the dish.

Extension ideas:
-

Pupils can cook the food as independently as possible.

What Makes Me Special - Measure Your Height

Key words
Height
Tall, short, medium
Tallest
Shortest
Tape measure
String

Resources you may need
Pieces of string
Activity:
1. Engage your child in a conversation about their height.
2. Using string, measure your child’s height and show them how tall they are. If you have enough
Lego/Duplo bricks, you could build a tower to match the height of your child and count the number of
bricks used.
3. If its suitable for your child, use a measuring tape and measure your child’s height, encouraging your
child to read the numbers and write them down on paper.
Extension ideas:
Measure the height of the whole family and compare the strings. Who is tallest/ shortest etc?

Measuring tape
Pen, paper
Lego/Duplo bricks

